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ABSTRACT

Group ommuni ation will undoubtedly be a useful paradigm
for many appli ations of wireless networking in whi h reliability and timeliness are requirements. Moreover, lo ationawareness is learly entral to mobile appli ations su h as
traÆ management and smart spa es. In this paper, we introdu e our de nition of proximity groups in whi h group
membership depends on lo ation and then dis uss some requirements for a group membership management servi e
suitable for proximity groups. We des ribe a novel approa h
to eÆ ient overage estimation, giving appli ations feedba k
on the proportion of the area of interest overed by a proximity group, and also dis uss our approa h to partition anti ipation.
Keywords
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The widespread deployment and use of wireless data ommuni ations is generally re ognised as being the next major
advan e in the information te hnology industry. In the long
term, wireless data networks will represent a key enabling
te hnology underlying the vision of ubiquitous omputing [1℄.
In this vision, inter onne ted omputers will be embedded
in a wide range of applian es ranging in size from door lo ks
to vehi le ontrollers, and will o-operate to perform tasks
on behalf of their human users ranging from automati ally
opening doors to routing vehi les to their intended destina-
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tions in o-operation with other vehi les' ontrollers. Mobility, and hen e wireless networking, is learly entral to this
vision. We believe that, as is the ase for xed networks,
group ommuni ation [2℄, [3℄ will be a useful paradigm for
many su h appli ations of wireless networking in whi h reliability and timeliness are important requirements. A major
feature of wireless ommuni ations is the fa t that parti ipants an be mobile and hen e that their lo ation an have
an impa t on the information in whi h they are interested
or that they an provide. Hen e, we believe that any wireless group ommuni ation system should support lo ation
awareness. Moreover, knowledge of the lo ation of parti ipants an be exploited in the implementation of the group
ommuni ation system itself.
In this paper, we onsider the problem of group ommuniation in a wireless network. Mu h of the previous work in
this area deals with routing proto ols for group ommuni ation based on multi ast or geo ast [4℄, [5℄. In this paper, we
on entrate on the de nition and semanti s of group membership for lo ation-aware mobile parti ipants. While some
resear h has already been done on groups in whi h membership is based on lo ation information [6℄, [7℄, our de nition of
proximity groups takes into a ount both lo ation and fun tional aspe ts. When group membership depends on lo ation, it be omes important to understand what proportion
of the area of interest is within wireless network overage.
For this purpose we des ribe a novel approa h to overage
estimation. Another important aspe t of mobile omputing
is that partitions are very likely to o ur. For this reason our
membership layer also in ludes a new failure and partition
anti ipation s heme that an take into a ount movement of
nodes, battery life, et . This algorithm an be set up to be
either optimisti or pessimisti and tries to anti ipate partitions/failures in order to maintain onsistent group views.
In se tion 2, we summarize di erent approa hes to traditional group ommuni ation. In se tion 3, we outline our
approa h to group ommuni ation with mobile parti ipants.
We introdu e the notion of proximity group taking into a ount aspe ts su h as absolute or relative lo ation and the
fun tion of the group. We then address some of the requirements of group membership management for proxim-

ity groups, in luding lo ation awareness, estimation of the
overage of the area overed by the group, and partition anti ipation. In se tion 4, we ompare our model to related
work and, nally, se tion 5 provides a summary and some
on lusions as well as pointers to future work.
2.

GROUP COMMUNICATION OVERVIEW

Toolkits for group ommuni ation typi ally provide group
membership management servi es as well as multi ast proto ols for reliable, ordered, and/or timely delivery of messages to the members of a group. Group membership management is primarily on erned with a hieving onsensus on
the membership of a group. In the following se tions we
give a brief overview of the most important approa hes to
group membership management and group ommuni ation
that are relevant to the remainder of the paper.

2.1 Group membership management

Group membership management in traditional group ommuni ation systems follows one of two distin t approa hes.
The rst and most widely used approa h is to assume that
a group onsists of a dynami ally varying subset of a xed
number of group members. In this stati approa h, the maximum number of group members is xed. In the se ond
approa h, there is no restri tion on the maximum number
of group members. Membership is dynami with pro esses
being reated, arrying out some omputation and/or ommuni ation, and then terminating. A well-known example
of the use of stati group membership management is in
the CASD proto ol suite [8℄. Some systems that use the
dynami group membership management approa h in lude
ISIS [2℄, Horus [2℄, and Transis [9℄.
2.2 Diffusion based group communication

In di usion based group ommuni ation, messages to the
group are probabilisti ally ooded to other members of the
group. On re eiving a message, a group member forwards
the message in a similar manner. If a group member re eives
a previously seen message, it is dis arded.
The CASD syn hronous atomi broad ast proto ol provides an example of di usion based group ommuni ation.
In this proto ol, the maximum number of hops that a message may travel to rea h any member of the group is bounded.
However, the proto ol assumes that the network will not
partition due to failure and that the number of messages
that an be lost during a single run of the proto ol is also
bounded.
The proto ol works by a group member ooding ea h of
its messages with ertainty (probability = 1) to all other
group members. Ea h message is time stamped before being transmitted and every member of the group delivers the
message at a time given by the timestamp plus a onstant
. Two or more messages with the same timestamp are
delivered in order of their senders' identi ers.  depends
on the network diameter and the laten y in pro essing and
transmitting a message.

The CASD proto ol is a rather restri ted example of a
probabilisti proto ol. Less restri tive proto ols would redu e the probability from 1. These proto ols are probabilisti ally reliable with the probability of a failed run of
the proto ol approa hing zero as the number of parti ipants
in reases.
2.3 Group communication based on message
exchange

An alternative approa h to group ommuni ation relies
on the ex hange of messages between the members of the
group. One example of this approa h is the 2 phase ommit
proto ol. In this proto ol, a oordinator initiates an initial
round of messages to the parti ipants. Ea h parti ipant then
de ides whi h way to vote ( ommit or abort). A se ond
round of messages o urs when the parti ipants return their
votes to the oordinator. Finally, the oordinator sends out
a ommit or abort message to the parti ipants based on the
olle ted votes.
Another proto ol that uses message ex hange to rea h
agreement on message ordering is the total ordering proto ol developed during the ourse of the ISIS proje t, whi h
is similar to 2 phase ommit with the ex eption that it only
requires a majority of group members to re eive the message
before it an be delivered.
3. LOCATION-AWARE GROUP COMMUNICATION FOR MOBILE PARTICIPANTS

Our goal is to provide mobile hosts in a wireless network
with a suite of proto ols for group ommuni ation. The
wireless network an be either an infrastru ture or ad-ho
network or even a hybrid of the two. As an be seen in
the literature, traditional ommuni ation proto ols su h as
medium a ess ontrol, routing, et . are inadequate in this
ontext for various reasons [10℄, [11℄. Lo ation awareness
an be used to over ome some of the problems raised by this
kind of network. For example, several lo ation-aware routing proto ols [12℄ [13℄ have been designed that illustrate the
advantages of making use of lo ation information. Furthermore, lo ation-awareness is, in our opinion, entral to mobile appli ations su h as traÆ management or smart spa es.
Therefore, we propose to make lo ation awareness the basis
for the de nition of a new model of group ommuni ation
for mobile parti ipants. In this se tion, we rstly de ne this
model and then we address some of the requirements for the
design of a framework implementing the model.
3.1 Definition of proximity groups

At the heart of our approa h to group membership management is the use of lo ation for both fun tional and nonfun tional reasons.
 Firstly, in fun tional terms, it often makes sense to
de ne a group in a mobile appli ation in terms of a
geographi al area. We an easily imagine many ases
where this would be interesting: in traÆ management, for example, the area around a traÆ -light ould
be used to de ne a group with ars in that vi inity beoming members of the group to re eive noti ations

of hanges to the state of the lights; in a similar way,
we might want to de ne a group orresponding to the
area around an ambulan e in order to inform nearby
ars to yield the right of way.
 Se ondly, from the non-fun tional point of view, we
an use lo ation information to, for example, anti ipate partitions and hen e take preventative measures
to ensure onsistent group views when these partitions
happen.
In lassi al group ommuni ations, a group is de ned by
its fun tional aspe t, e.g. its name. Our notion of proximity group involves both lo ation and fun tional aspe ts,
i.e., to be able to apply for group membership, a node must
rstly be lo ated in the geographi al area orresponding to
the group and se ondly be interested in the group. In the
following paragraphs we dis uss the various possibilities related to the lo ation aspe t of group membership.
To de ne a proximity group, we rstly have to de ne the
area that it overs as a geometri shape with asso iated
oordinates. Any kind of shape an be used, i.e., it need
not ne essarily be a ir le or a square but an be arbitrarily
omplex. We an obviously imagine using 2 or 3 dimensions,
but it is also possible to in lude time in the de nition of the
area, e.g., \the area around the position at whi h the ambulan e was lo ated at 2.00pm". To de ne the oordinates
of the area, we asso iate a referen e point with the shape.
We distinguish two ases: either the group is absolute, i.e.
geographi ally xed, or it is relative to a moving point, its
so- alled navel. In the absolute ase, the referen e point is
atta hed to a xed point in spa e. In the relative ase, it is
atta hed to the navel, i.e. an identi ed node.
Figure 1 illustrates this notion of an area. The rst shape
S on the left is asso iated with a referen e point R. This
referen e point is relative to the shape. The de nition of the
area is not omplete sin e R has not been atta hed to a point
(possibly moving) in spa e. For the se ond shape, R has
been atta hed to the point (0,0), making the area absolute.
The referen e point of the third shape has been atta hed to a
node M that represents the navel of this relative proximity
group. Table 1 gives some example group areas for two
di erent appli ation domains.

Figure 1: Area de nition

In typi al group ommuni ation, a group is roughly dened by a topi (or a name) and nodes an join this group if
they are interested in its topi . We believe that this is also
ne essary for proximity groups be ause a node in the area
of the group may or may not be interested in joining the
group. We then add the fun tional aspe t to the previous

Group Membership
Partition/Failure Anti ipation
Coverage Awareness
Routing/Geo asting
Conne tivity Awareness
Lo ation Awareness
Table 2: Summary of Requirements

de nition of a proximity group by asso iating a name with
ea h group:
De nition 1. A Proximity group G is ompletely de ned
by the shape, the referen e point, the navel and the name:
G = fShape; Ref eren eP oint; N avel; N ameg
3.2 Membership management for proximity
groups

Our goal is to de ne a group membership management
layer suitable for proximity groups. Sin e in this model, loation is intrinsi to group membership, it is important to be
able to provide appli ations with at least an estimate of the
probability of there being one or more nodes, whi h while
urrently in the area of interest, are dis onne ted from the
group, typi ally be ause of la k of network overage. To address this issue we provide a overage estimation tool based
on a novel algorithm des ribed in se tion 3.2.2. below that
uses knowledge of the onne tivity graph of the network. As
we des ribe later, overage estimation an also be used to sele t the appropriate approa h to our group ommuni ation.
Our membership management proto ols should also be failure aware and anti ipate partitions, whi h are very likely
to o ur in the kind of networks that we are onsidering.
This has lead us to the de nition of a partition anti ipation
tool. Given these tools we would be in a position to de ne
appropriate routing and geo asting proto ols to be used by
the group membership management layer. Table 2 summarizes the resulting ar hite ture. We elaborate on the most
important omponents below.
3.2.1 Location information distribution protocol

In our model, the group membership management layer
must be able to determine how well the group members olle tively over the area of interest. This is a very important
question sin e we are dealing with mobile parti ipants: if a
sub-part of the area is not overed, potential group members lo ated in this sub-area may be unknown to other group
members. Knowledge about the overage of the area by the
network parti ipants is distributed: to evaluate the overage
of the area, one would need to know ea h node's lo ation and
at least an estimate of its own overage. We propose an algorithm to share the onne tivity information and another
algorithm to evaluate the overage of the area using this
information; the pre ision of this latter algorithm is then
dis ussed.
Wireless MAC proto ols like the point oordination fun tion of IEEE 802.11 [14℄ and routing proto ols like AODV
[15℄, often require nodes to periodi ally send bea on mes-

Domain
Absolute Proximity
TraÆ Management TraÆ light : a traÆ light informs nearby

Smart Spa es

ars
of its status. The shape is a ir le; the referen e point is the entre of the ir le and is atta hed to the geographi al oordinates of the
traÆ light.
Resour e a ess : to use a printer, nearby people must reserve it using the printer proximity
group. The system administrator de nes the
shape a ording to the available printers and
oÆ es; the referen e point is at the printer and
atta hed to the printer's oordinates.

Relative Proximity
Ambulan e :

an ambulan e on all informs
nearby ars to yield the right of way. The
shape is a square, the referen e point its entre
and the navel is the ambulan e itself.
Centralised tour guide : in a museum a group
of tourists wear headsets and are remotely
guided by an automati guide. The area surrounds the group of tourists, while the navel
is atta hed to one of them.

Table 1: Examples of group areas

sages in order to make their neighbours aware of their presen e. In a similar way, we use lo ation-stamped bea ons.
Ea h node keeps a map of its knowledge of the lo ation
and onne tivity of other nodes, whi h is represented as a
graph as shown in gure 2. This graph is regularly updated
when the node re eives a bea on and is also regularly sent to
the node's neighbours in its bea ons. In this way, a node's
knowledge in reases over time:
 rstly, the node knows its own lo ation (level 0),
 se ondly, when the node re eives its neighbours' beaons, in luding their lo ations, it knows about its one
hop onne tivity (level 1),
 then, the node re eives bea ons in luding its neighbours knowledge (level L-1) and updates its own graph
with this information (level L).
If bea ons are sent ea h  time units, level L information
is (L *  ) old. Be ause high-level knowledge is older and
be ause it is not desirable to have the knowledge of the whole
network, the maximum level of knowledge is bounded. This
bound, Lmax, is determined dynami ally a ording to the
size of the group area and the density of the network.

In addition to the lo ation of the node, the bea on may
also in lude other useful information about the sending node's
radio overage, its battery life, et . At any time after (Lmax: )
time units, a node knows the lo ation and overage of its
Lmax hops neighbours and is then able to estimate the overage of the area by this set of nodes (see 3.2.2 below). It
should however be noted that at time t, every node in the
network has a di erent view of the onne tivity sin e its
level 1 information is  time units old, its level n is (n: )
time units old, et . If this onne tivity information is to
be used for some proto ol where onsensus is ne essary, one
would onsider that at time t ea h node knows the exa
t
onne tivity graph that we had at time t (Lmax: ) 1 .
3.2.2 Evaluation of the coverage of an area

Evaluating the per entage of the area that is overed by
a set of nodes an be a very omplex al ulation. A tually,
the omplexity depends on the shape of the area de ning
the group and on the number and shapes of the overage areas. For instan e, al ulating the area overed by two overlapping ir les, representing the transmission ranges of two
nearby nodes, ne essitates an integral [16℄ and the omplexity in reases with the number of ir les. To ir umvent this
problem we propose to estimate overage using a number of
sample points, randomly generated, and to he k whether or
not these points are in an area that is overed by any of the
nodes. Table 3 presents this algorithm for ir ular shapes
but it an be implemented for any kind of shape provided
that one an give the spe i fun tion inside() that determines if a point is inside or outside the area overed by the
parti ular shape.
3.2.3 Precision of the coverage estimation

Figure 2: Lo ation knowledge levels

This algorithm is pro-a tive and enables a node to know
the other nodes physi ally present within the area if Lmax
is suÆ iently large. When Lmax is not large enough, or
the overage obtained is not suÆ ient, a rea tive proto ol
is used to olle t lo ation information further than Lmax
hops.

The pre ision of this evaluation algorithm an be onsidered as a dire t result of the Weak Law of Large Numbers, whi h states that the sample mean of a suÆ iently
large number of independently identi ally distributed random variables an be made arbitrarily lose to the true mean
with high probability [17℄.
1
This is a tually true if no message is lost during the lo ation
information distribution proto ol. A stronger onsensus for
the overage estimate ould be a hieved in onjun tion with
the group membership management. This estimate an then
be seen as part of the group view.

float overage(Area A,int N, ListOfCir les Clist) f
for (int I=1 to N) f
point p = new random point in Area A;
boolean found = false;
ir le C ;
while (not found and C=Clist.next()!=null) f
found=inside(C,p);

g

g
g

if (found) nb points found++;

return (nb points found/N);

bool inside( ir le C, point p) f
return (sqrt(pow(C.x-p.x,2)+pow(C.y-p.y,2))
< C.radius);

g

Table 3: Coverage estimation algorithm

In the ontext of the estimation algorithm, we onsider the
overage fun tion as generating a sequen e of N independent
and identi ally distributed Bernoulli trials, Xi with the inside fun tion returning 1 if the generated point is within the
list of ir les and 0 otherwise.
Let p be the probability of a point being within at least
one ir le. We de ne the sample mean SN to be:
SN

Then

= X1 + X2 +N : : : + XN

[ ℄ = p; V ar[SN ℄ = p(1 p)
By the Weak Law of Large Numbers, for any " > 0,
E SN

p:(1 p)
(j
pj) > ") <
N:"2
For example, if " = 101 and n = 1000, we obtain
P SN

(j

P S1000

j) > 101 ) <

p

Sin e the value of

1
4

1000  101 2

= 0:025

(1 p)  14
In words, by hoosing 1000 random points, the probability
that our estimate of the overage area is wrong by more than
10% is no larger than 0.025. Table 4 illustrates some values
for the a ura y of the overage area estimate and some
probabilities whi h give orresponding values for N.
The nal value in the table states that if we want our
estimate of the overage area to be orre t to within 1% of
the a tual area with a probability of 0.9999 then we must
hoose 25 million sample points. This last value seems very
large, fortunately it an be redu ed due to the Central Limit
Theorem. By the entral limit theorem, if N is large then
p

a ura y/probability 0.95 0.99
0.9999
10% 500 2,500 250,000
5% 2,000 10,000 1,000,000
1% 50,000 250,000 25,000,000
Table 4: Sample values of N

SN an be treated as if it follows a normal distribution. By
the symmetry of the normal distribution, we have
P (jSN
pj > ")  2  P (SN
p > ")
Again by taking the largest possible varian e of SN { p to
be 14 :N , we use the normal approximation
P (SN
p > ")  1 (z )
where
p
(z) = 2:": N
and (z) is the normal distribution fun tion.
Now onsider the problem of hoosing N given the a ura y of our estimate of the overage area to be within 1%
of the a tual overage area with probability at least 0.9999.
Then
1 p
P (jSN
pj > ")  2 2(2:
100 : N )
And
1 :pN )  1
2 2(2: 100
10000
Rearranging this inequality we get,
1 :pN )  0:99995
(2: 100
From the normal distribution tables, we see that
(3:8906) = 0:99995
Then
1 :pN  3:8906
2: 100
and
N  37; 842
Thus, if we require our estimate of the overage area of a
set of nodes to be within 1% of the a tual overage area with
probability 0.9999 then we require at least 37,842 sample
points to be hosen. Table 5 illustrates a table orresponding
to Table 4 using this revised al ulation for N.
a ura y/probability 0.95 0.99 0.9999
10% 96 166 378
5% 384 663 1,514
1% 9,604 16,587 37,842
Table 5: Improved values of N

3.2.4 Performance evaluation of the coverage estimation algorithm

The time it takes to arry out the overage estimation
depends on a number of parameters:
 the probability/a ura y pair desired, i.e. the number
of samples to be genrated and tested, and
 the number of shapes to be tested, i.e. the number of
nodes overing the area,
 the 2algorithm used for the random number generation .
 the omplexity of the inside() fun tion3 ,
We now analyse the e e ts of the three rst parameters.
We use a simple ir le for the overage area of ea h node,
and then the inside() fun tion is as given in Table 3. The
most important parameter is obviously the desired a ura y
of the overage estimation, it greatly in uen es the ost of
the algorithm sin e it determines the number of samples to
be used in the omputation. We saw for instan e that for
a probability of 99.99% and an a ura y of 1%, the total
number of samples must be 37,842. Figure 3 shows the time
spent by the algorithm for estimating the overage of 1000
nodes (the range of a node being 50 meters) over a ir ular
area of radius 1000 meters 4 . From this experiment, we
an see that the time spent to estimate the overage of the
area is dire tly proportionnal to the number of samples and
a rough estimate of the ost of generating and omputing
ea h sample is 76 mi rose onds.

Figure 3: Time of overage estimation for 1000
nodes

2
The random number generator used in uen es both the
performan e and the a ura y of the algorithm. Good random generators are expensive to run but provide better results.
3
This parameter depends on the pre ision of the information
on erning the overage of a node. In pra ti e the shape
used will often be a ir le and then, the inside() fun tion be
rather
simple ( .f. Table 3).
4
This experiment has been arried out on a Pentium II 650
Mhz running RedHat Linux 7.1.

The se ond most important parameter is the number of
nodes overing the area. This parameter is in uen ed by
both the size of the area and the density of the network in
that area. Figure 4 shows the time spent by the algorithm
using 37,842 samples for a total number of nodes varying
from 1 to 1000. This simulation shows that the omputational overhead is quite reasonable. It may seem proportional to the number of nodes but as shown on Figure 5,
the time of the overage estimation divided by the number
of nodes de reases with the number of nodes. This is due
to the fa t that a sample that has been found in a ir le
doesn't need to be he ked against other ir les.

Figure 4: Time of overage estimation for 37,842
samples

Figure 5: Time of overage estimation divided by
the number of nodes for 37,842 samples

Finally, parti ular attention must be given to the algorithm used for the random number generation. The quality
of the generator greatly in uen es the validity of the algorithm; the proof we gave above is based on ompletely
independent samples. A lot of pseudo-random number generators exist, for instan e we used both the system provided
number generator and a \minimal" generator of Park and
Miller with Bays-Durham shues [20℄.

3.2.5 Partition anticipation

In our model, partitions an be due to the failure of either
a node or the failure of a link between two nodes. Various
reasons an ause a node to fail su h as an operating system or hardware rash, or simply a drained battery. A link
an fail be ause of the movement of the nodes or be ause
of other environmental onditions su h as obsta les or interferen e. We aim at anti ipating partitions in order to keep
onsistent views of the group membership. As we use a probabilisti approa h, we distinguish two di erent ases: either
the probability of a partition is beyond a given threshold
T and then we use an optimisti algorithm or it is below T
and thus we run in a pessimisti mode. Handling a partition
is obviously easier when it was anti ipated (when we were
in the pessimisti mode), but we also provide some kind of
re overy pro edure when it was not anti ipated (optimisti
mode).
The probability of a partition o urring is given by partition anti ipators that are a ombination of failure anti ipators, movement planners and environment evaluators.
Failure anti ipators are responsible for suspe ting nodes of
rashing, having a low battery level, entering a power saving
mode, et . In our model, nodes are fail-silent, fail-still and
an re over. The metri used to evaluate the probability of
a node failing involves both lo al information (battery life)
and distributed information ( rash, suspi ious neighbours).
Ea h node has a failure anti ipator that evaluates a list of
other nodes su h as its neighbours and eventually its most
a essed partners. Some of the information ne essary for
failure anti ipation is provided in the bea ons used by the
lo ation servi e des ribed above, e.g., the battery level.
Movement planners are based on [7℄, they use the notion
of \safe distan e" to determine the probability of a node
failing be ause of movement. Roughly, if two nodes are not
within a safe distan e, the link between them is onsidered
to have failed and, if this link represents the only onne tion between two sets of nodes, a partition an o ur. Movement planners obviously rely on the onne tivity graph built
by the lo ation servi e des ribed above. Additionally, the
movement planners an eventually use knowledge of the dire tion of the nodes as well as their velo ity to evaluate the
link.
Environment evaluators an be used to share knowledge
about some environmental onditions that ould potentially
disturb ommuni ations. For instan e, a node that is aware
of the presen e of an obsta le in some area or about a tru k
that auses radio interferen es an tell the other members
the lo ation (eventually dire tion and velo ity) of the obstale that may ause a partition.
4.

RELATED WORK

In [6℄, a simple ar hite ture for group ommuni ation in
mobile systems is proposed. The key idea is to reate a
group of all the nodes that are within a given distan e D
from the group reator g . Using our de nition of a group
it is similar to : G=f ir le C of radius D, enter of C, g ,
nameg.
Their model does not onsider dis onne tion or partition

within a group. The proposed ar hite ture is omposed of
two di erent layers. The proximity layer onsists of a protool that uses the underlying MAC sublayer to nd all nodes
that are within a given distan e from the mobile host. It
uses ooding for the dis overy phase and onverge ast for
the replies. The group membership layer uses a three-round
proto ol that (1) proposes to the nodes dis overed by the
proximity layer to be ome members of the group, (2) allows
them to reply and then (3) on rms their membership. This
solution su ers from a number of drawba ks. Firstly, the
rst phase uses pure ooding to dis over the nodes lo ated
in the area, and therefore does not s ale well. For instan e,
in a traÆ management s enario, every single node of the
network will re eive and repeat every ood message. A se ond drawba k is the restri tive de nition of a group and the
fa t that a node an be involved in only a single group.
In [7℄, as explained above, the proximity group is de ned
by the notion of safe distan e. Ea h node has to be within
this safe distan e of its nearest neighbour to be onsidered
as a member of the group. This notion of a group is very
restri tive and does not ope well with the ommon understanding of group ommuni ation but is nevertheless parti ularly interesting for implementing partition awareness and
anti ipation.
5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

In this paper, we des ribed a model of group membership
for lo ation-aware mobile parti ipants that is at the heart
of a new group ommuni ation toolkit for wireless networks
that we are developing. In this model, eligibility for group
membership depends on the lo ation of the potential member and, in parti ular, ea h group is asso iated with a stati
or a mobile area of interest within whi h its members should
be lo ated. This model is aimed primarily at appli ations in
the traÆ management [18℄, smart spa e [19℄ and augmented
reality domains. We also des ribed some of the onsiderations underlying our approa h to group membership management that exploits lo ation information to a hieve overage estimation and partition anti ipation. We are urrently
developing a suite of multi ast proto ols providing di erent
ordering, reliability and timeliness guarantees based on this
membership substrate.
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